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DIMENSIONS AND STRUCTURE
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FIG 2.-Apparatus for the measurement of epion each epiphragm, and the four
phragm permeability to 02 and CO2. The diffusion
were averaged. Because of the fra
chamber is a 60-ml polyethylene syringe (A) with an
the Kalkfleck, its thickness was m
epiphragm preparation (B) sealed over the open end.
A stopcock valve (C) and a hole (D) permit the cham2 The unit cm2/s is equivalent to 3.326 p.m
ber to be filled with a known gas mixture (see Macm2 min torr at 25 C. See Piiper et al.
terial and methods).
a discussion of units.
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FIG. 3.-Water vapor conductance of Otala lactea
epiphragms as a function of humidity at 25 C (see
text for further explanation). No. = 10 for each group.

Symbols indicate mean + 95% confidence interval.

0.80 (Paganelli, Ackerman, and Rahn 1978; The closed symbols indicate that the Kalkfleck was
blocked with wax.
Piiper and Worth 1980).

TABLE 1

PERMEABILITY OF THE EPIPHRAGM OF Otala lactea TO CO, AND 02-.
CONDUCTANCE PERMEATION COEFFICIENT

(pin-torr) o cm/cmz.min torr)
Total Total Minus Kalkflecka Kalkfleckb Kalkfleck Non-Kalkfleck

CO2 .0827 + .0053 1.43 x 10-3 + .44 x 10-3 .0813+ _.0055 .114+ .018

02..... .0972.+-.0061 1.61x 10-3 + .55x 10- .0955+.0063 .134+ .022
NOTE.-No. = 6. All values are mean -+ standard error of mean.

a Conductance with Kalkfleck sealed.
b Conductance of Kalkfleck estimated as difference after sealing Kalkfleck.
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